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President’s Letter
Martin Wall

I start this letter with a meditation on per-

ethical use of hypnosis to those ends. I

spective, an image of earth taken from

am always encouraged by the contacts I

the outer edges of our solar system and

have with our constituent societies, be-

a quote from Carl Sagan – “…. a mote

cause it reminds me every time that the-

of dust, suspended in a sunbeam."

re is a consistent wish to be part of so-

We live in interesting times and as Euro-

mething more than is encompassed in

peans we watch as our cooperative

their national boundaries. I am in full

unity is threatened by fear, anxiety and

agreement with Professor Loriedo’s

political agenda. We are a European So-

views, expressed in the last NL, with re-

ciety of health care professionals who

gard to enabling international joint re-

are ethically and professionally commit-

search projects, and to the setting of in-

ted to caring for all who need our skills

ternational standards in training and

with kindness and compassion. I believe

competency. These are ambitious and

that a primary role of ESH is to support

complex ambitions of course, but every

all of our members in the eﬀective and

journey starts with the first step, and I
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want to share with you some of the

our members, and also with an ambition

steps ESH is taking.

to form a ‘research hub’, with facilities

•

for collecting and exchanging data and

Research

ideas between our international consti-

We are proposing to engage ECH holders in all our Constituent Societies in
some straightforward clinical audit. Ini-

tuencies.
•

Standards

tial results will be reported in a CEPE

This is probably the most challenging

workshop in Montreal.

aspect of the work of ESH. We are in-

A Masters course MSc Hypnosis in Research, Medicine and Clinical Practice,
that we are delivering in the UK. The syllabus is engaged in bringing hypnosis research and clinical hypnosis into a cooperative venture. This has been developed to be compliant with the Bologna
Process and hopefully in the future will
be integrated into other European Universities.
•

structed by the constitution that:
‘….. ESH will set up standards for professional education and training in the field
of hypnosis ….’ However, any hierarchical mediation is often resented and of
course we have no statutory power. The
way forward in this, as in therapy, is a
nuanced and sensitive approach
seeking cooperation and agreement,
while being sensitive to cultural and national perspectives. We continue to pursue these goals. So, to return to the be-

Communication

ginning - our ‘pale blue dot’, and a furt-

We are in the process of commissioning

her quote by Carl Sagan: “There is

a new website fit for the 21st Century.

perhaps no better demonstration of the

There are two broad criteria:

folly of human conceits than this distant

▪ Outreach - the primary initial contact

image of our tiny world. To me, it under-

with an international society such as

scores our responsibility to deal more

ESH is through its website, our ‘shop

kindly with one another, and to preserve

▪

and cherish the pale blue dot, the only

window’
▪

‘In reach’ - for the general utility of

home we've ever known.”
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Translated into German
by Silvia Zanotta
“Schauen Sie sich nochmals diesen Punkt an. Hier sind wir, da

davon ist, die Zusammenarbeit von Hypnoseforschung und

wohnen wir, das ist unser Zuhause.” Ich möchte Sie am An-

klinischer Hypnosepraxis zu fördern. Dieser Masterstudien-

fang dieses Briefes dazu einladen, Ihre Perspektiven zu über-

gang wurde nach den Bologna Richtlinien entwickelt. Es ist zu

denken. Betrachten Sie dieses am Rande unseres Sonnensy-

hoﬀen, dass er auch von anderen europäischen Universitäten

stems aufgenommene Bild der Erde! Sie ist, mit den Worten

in ihr Programm aufgenommen wird.

Carl Sagans, nur noch “ein in einem Sonnenstrahl hängender
Staubpartikel.“ Wir leben in einer interessanten Zeit. Der Zu-

Kommunikation: Wir sind daran, eine neue moderne

sammenhalt der europäischen Gemeinschaft ist bedroht von

Webseite zu installieren, und zwar nach zwei Hauptkriterien:

allgegenwärtiger Angst und den daraus resultierenden politi-

Kontakt nach aussen: Der erste Kontakt mit einer internationa-

schen Konsequenzen. Die ESH ist eine europäische Gesell-

len

schaft, deren Mitglieder im Gesundheitswesen tätig sind. Die-

diese ist

se haben sich auf ethischer und professioneller Ebene

nen: Die Homepage soll unseren Mitgliedern von allgemeinem

verpflichtet, allen Menschen, die ihr Fachwissen brauchen,

Nutzen sein. Des Weiteren soll ein „Forschungs-Hub“ d e n

mit Wohlwollen und Mitgefühl zu begegnen. Ich halte es für

Austausch von Daten und Ideen zwischen unsern Mitgliedge-

eine primäre Aufgabe der ESH, alle ihre Mitglieder dahinge-

sellschaften ermöglichen.

Gesellschaft wie ESH geschieht über ihre Homepage,
sozusagen ihr „Schaufenster“. Kontakt nach in-

hend zu unterstützen, dass sie Hypnose nach den genannten
Kriterien eﬀektiv und moralisch einwandfrei einzusetzen. Im-

Qualitätssicherung: Dies ist das wahrscheinlich ehrgei-

mer wieder werde ich durch die Kontakte mit unseren Mitglied-

zigste Vorhaben der ESH. Unsere Statuten verlangen, dass:

sgesellschaften ermutigt, weil sie mir zeigen, dass der

”...die ESH in der professionellen Hypnoseausbildung Richtli-

Wunsch vorherrscht, Teil von etwas zu sein, das über die natio-

nien festlegt...“

nalen Grenzen hinaus reicht. Ich bin gänzlich mit Professor
Loriedos Ansichten, die er im letzten Newsletter vertreten hat,

Hierarchische Verfügungen werden jedoch oft als Bevormun-

einverstanden: Es ist wichtig, gemeinsame internationale For-

dung empfunden, und die ESH hat auch die gesetzliche Macht

schungsprojekte zu lancieren und allgemeingültige ESH-Stan-

nicht dazu. Genau wie in der therapeutischen Praxis ist es des-

dards in Ausbildung und Fachkompetenz zu errichten . Natür-

halb hier angezeigt, unter Berücksichtigung der kulturellen

lich sind das ehrgeizige und komplexe Ziele, aber jede Reise

und nationalen Bedingungen feinfühlig, vorsichtig und diﬀeren-

beginnt mit dem ersten Schritt, und ich möchte Ihnen gerne

ziert Konsens und Kooperation anzustreben. Um einen Bogen

von den ersten Schritten der ESH berichten.

zum Anfang dieses Briefes zu schlagen, also zurück zur Betrachtung unseres Planeten als minimalen „hellblauen Punkt“,

Forschung: Wir schlagen vor, dass alle Mitglieder unse-

füge ich ein weiteres Zitat von Carl Sagan an: “Vielleicht gibt

rer Gesellschaften mit einem europäischen Zertifikat in Hypno-

es keine bessere Demonstration der Verrücktheit menschli-

se (ECH) einer klinischen Qualitätsprüfung unterzogen wer-

cher Arroganz als dieses Bild unserer winzigen Welt im Univer-

den. Anfangsresultate werden in einem CEPE Workshop in

sum. In meinen Augen verweist es auf die Verantwortung, die

Montreal vorgestellt werden.

wir haben und auf die Notwendigkeit, behutsamer und freundlicher miteinander umzugehen, unseren „hellblauen Punkt“ zu

Ein Master- Studium MSc Hypnose in Forschung, Medizin und

bewahren und wertzuschätzen. Er ist das einzige Zuhause,

klinischer Praxis wird in Grossbritannien angeboten. Das Ziel

das wir haben.“
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Translated into French
by Gerard Fitoussi
Je débute cette lettre avec une mise en perspective, une ima-

o

Un diplôme de Maitrise intitulé Masters course

ge de la terre prise des confins de notre système solaire avec

MSc Hypnosis in Research, Medicine and Clinical Practice,

une citation de Carl Sagan– “…. Un grain de poussière suspen-

est délivré au Royaume-Uni. Il a pour objet d’associer recher-

du à un rayon de soleil."

che et hypnose clinique dans une approche complémentaire.
Il a été développé dans le cadre du processus de Bologne et

Nous vivons une époque passionnante, et en tant qu’Eu-

pourra être étendu à d’autres universités européennes.

ropéens nous observons combien est mise à mal notre unité
menacée par la peur, l’anxiété et les diﬀérents politiques.

•

Standards

o

C’est peut-être la tâche la plus délicate de

Nous sommes une société européenne de professionnels de
sante engagés à la fois au niveau éthique et professionnels
pour prendre soins de tous ceux qui ont besoin de nous et ce

l'ESH. Notre constitution stipule que : ‘ ….. ESH mettra en pla-

avec gentillesse et compassion. Je crois avec force que l’un

ce les critères reconnus pour la formation et l’éducation des

des rôles essentiels de l'ESH est de soutenir nos membres

p ro f e s s i o n n e l s d a n s l e c h a m p d e l ’ h y p n o s e … . . , ’

dans cette utilisation éthique de l’hypnose pour répondre à
ces objectifs.
o

Ceci étant, toute intervention par le haut est sou-

Je suis toujours encouragé par mes contacts avec les socié-

vent mal percue et nous n’avons pas bien sûr de pouvoir hié-

tés membres, à réactiver ce besoin permanent de faire partie

rarchique. La meilleure façon d’aller dans cette direction est

d’une structure qui dépasse nos frontières nationales. Je par-

d’avoir une approche nuancée et attentive en recherchant la

tage complètement les objectifs du Professor Loriedo, expri-

coopération et l’accord, tout en restant sensible aux diﬀéren-

més lors de son entretien dans le dernier numéro de la NL,

ces culturelles et nationales. Nous persévérons dans la pour-

quant à la nécessité de promouvoir des projets communs de

suite de ces objectifs.

recherche et d’établir des normes internationales solides
quant aux compétences requises pour la pratique de l’hypno-

Aussi, pour revenir à notre point de départ - notre ‘petit point

se et pour la dispense des formations. C’est un projet ambi-

bleu’, et une dernière citation de Carl Sagan :

tieux mais chaque voyage débute par un premier pas, et j’aimerai ici partager quelques-uns de ces premiers pas que
l'ESH entreprend.
« Il n’y a peut-être pas de meilleure démonstration de la folie
•

Recherche

et de la vanité de l’humanité que cette image éloignée de notre monde si petit. Pour moi, cela souligne notre responsabi-

o

Nous proposons que les détenteurs du Certificat

lité à interagir avec autrui avec plus de douceur, et à préserver

Européen d’hypnose de nos sociétés membres puisse s’enga-

et chérir ce petit point bleu, la seule maison que nous connais-

ger dans un travail d’audit clinique. Les premiers résultats

sons.”

pourront être présentés lors d’un atelier de la commission
d’éducation à Montréal.
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Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
Mire de nuevo a ese punto. Eso es aquí. Eso es hogar. Eso es

Unido. El programa del curso pretende que la hipnosis de inve-

nosotros.

stigación y la hipnosis clínica se integren de una forma cooperativa. Esto se ha hecho así para cumplir con el Proceso de

Comienzo esta carta con una reflexión sobre la perspectiva,

Bolonia y esperamos que en el futuro esto se incorpore en

una imagen de la tierra tomada desde los bordes exteriores

otras Universidades europeas.

de nuestro sistema solar y una cita de Carl Sagan: ".... una mota de polvo, suspendida en un rayo de sol ".

• Comunicación: Estamos en proceso de encargar un nuevo
sitio web adecuado para el siglo XXI. Hay dos criterios genera-

Vivimos en tiempos interesantes y, como europeos, vemos

les:

cómo nuestra unidad cooperativa se ve amenazada por el miedo, la ansiedad y la agenda política. Somos una Sociedad Eu-

▪

Hacia afuera - el contacto inicial principal con

ropea de profesionales de la salud que están ética y profesio-

una sociedad internacional como ESH es a través de su sitio

nalmente comprometidos con el cuidado de todos los que ne-

web, nuestro 'escaparate'.

cesiten nuestros conocimientos con amabilidad y compasión.
Creo que una función principal de la ESH es apoyar a todos

▪

Hacia adentro – de utilidad general para nue-

nuestros miembros en el uso eficaz y ético de la hipnosis para

stros miembros, y también con la objetivo de formar un 'lugar

esos fines. Siempre me alientan los contactos que tengo con

de investigación', con facilidades para recopilar e intercam-

nuestras sociedades constituyentes, porque me recuerdan en

biar datos e ideas entre nuestros miembros internacionales.

cada ocasión que hay un deseo constante de ser parte de algo más de lo que abarcan dentro de sus fronteras nacionales.

• Estándares: Este es probablemente el aspecto más desafian-

Estoy totalmente de acuerdo con las opiniones del Profesor

te del trabajo de ESH. Nuestros estatutos dicen que: '...ESH

Loriedo, expresadas en la última NL, con respecto a la poten-

establecerá estándares para la educación profesional y la for-

ciación de proyectos internacionales de investigación conjun-

mación en el campo de la hipnosis...'

ta, y al establecimiento de estándares internacionales de formación y competencia. Son metas complejas y ambiciosas,

Sin embargo, cualquier mediación jerárquica a menudo crea

por supuesto, pero cada viaje comienza con el primer paso, y

malestar y, por supuesto, no tenemos el poder estatutario pa-

quiero compartir con ustedes algunos de los pasos que está

ra hacerlo. El camino a seguir en esto, como en la terapia, es

tomando la ESH.

un enfoque adaptado y sensible que busca la cooperación y el
acuerdo, a la vez que es sensible a las perspectivas culturales

•

Investigación: Proponemos que los titulares del

y nacionales. Seguimos persiguiendo estos

ECH de todas nuestras Sociedades Constituyentes se compro-

objetivos.Entonces, para volver al principio, nuestro 'punto

metan a hacer alguna auditoría clínica clara y sencilla. Los

azul pálido', y una cita adicional de Carl Sagan: "Tal vez no

resultados iniciales se comunicarán en un taller de CEPE en

haya una mejor demostración del sinsentido de la arrogancia

Montreal.

humana que esta imagen distante de nuestro pequeño mundo. Para mí, subraya nuestra responsabilidad de tratar a los

Un curso de Maestría MSc en Hipnosis en Investigación, Medi-

demás más amablemente, y de preservar y apreciar el punto

cina y Práctica Clínica, que estamos ofreciendo en el Reino

azul pálido, el único hogar que hemos conocido".
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Translated Into Italian by
Fabio Carnevale
Inizio questa lettera con una riflessione sul valore delle pro-

Comunicazione

spettive con un'immagine della terra ripresa dagli estremi confini del nostro sistema solare e con una citazione di Carl Sa-

Stiamo preparando un nuovo sito web adatto per il 21 ° seco-

gan: "...un granello di polvere, sospeso in un raggio di sole."

lo. Ci sono due criteri generali:

Viviamo tempi interessanti e, come europei, assistiamo a co-

Divulgazione: il contatto iniziale con una società internaziona-

me la nostra unità sia minacciata dalla paura, dall'ansia e dal-

le come ESH avviene attraverso il suo sito web, la nostra "ve-

l'agenda politica. Siamo una società europea di operatori sani-

trina".

tari impegnati eticamente e professionalmente a prendersi
cura di tutti coloro che abbiano bisogno delle nostre capacità

Accessibilità: il sito dovrà essere facilmente utilizzabile da tut-

con gentilezza e compassione. Credo che un ruolo primario di

ti i membri ma sarà anche ispirato dall’ambizione di formare

ESH sia quello di supportare tutti i nostri membri nell'uso eﬃ-

un "centro di ricerca", con strutture per la raccolta e lo scam-

cace ed etico dell'ipnosi verso questi fini. Trovo sempre inco-

bio di dati e idee tra i nostri collegi internazionali.

raggianti i contatti che ho con le nostre società costituenti,
che mi ricordano, ogni volta, il comune desiderio di far parte
di qualcosa di più di quanto non sia racchiuso nei confini nazionali. Sono pienamente d'accordo con il punto di vista del
professor Loriedo, espresso nell'ultima NL, per quanto riguarda l'attivazione di progetti di ricerca internazionali congiunti e
la definizione di standard internazionali in materia di formazione e competenza. Queste sono aspirazioni ambiziose e complesse, ovviamente, ma ogni viaggio inizia con il primo passo,
e voglio condividere con voi alcuni dei passi che la ESH sta
intraprendendo.
Ricerca
Stiamo cercando di coinvolgere i titolari di ECH di tutte le nostre società costituenti in un progetto clinico. I risultati iniziali
saranno riportati in un seminario CEPE a Montreal.
Nel Regno Unito, stiamo progettando un Master in Ipnosi nel
campo della ricerca, medicina e pratica clinica. Il programma
consiste nel portare la ricerca sull'ipnosi e l'ipnosi clinica in
una sorta di joint venture. Il Master è stato sviluppato per essere conforme al Processo di Bologna e si spera che in futuro
possa essere integrato in altre università europee.

Standard
Questo è probabilmente l'aspetto più impegnativo del lavoro
che stiamo svolgendo per la ESH. Come sappiamo, secondo
la costituzione della Società: '...ESH stabilirà standard per
l'istruzione e la formazione professionale nel campo dell'ipnosi...'. Tuttavia, poiché qualsiasi decisione assunta in modo autoritario è ovviamente accolta con risentimento non intendiamo far valere le gerarchie.
Ritengo, invece, che la via da seguire in questo caso, come
anche nella terapia, sia un approccio sfumato e sensibile alla
ricerca di cooperazione e di accordi condivisi, che tengano
conto delle diverse sensibilità culturali e nazionali. Continuiamo a perseguire questi obiettivi.
Quindi, per tornare all’immagine iniziale del "punto blu pallido", un'ulteriore citazione di Carl Sagan: "Forse non c'è migliore dimostrazione della follia delle concezioni umane di questa
immagine lontana del nostro piccolo mondo. Per me, sottolinea la nostra responsabilità nel praticare la gentilezza reciproca e nel preservare e amare il puntino blu, l'unica casa che
abbiamo mai conosciuto. "
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Editor’s Letter
Consuelo Casula

Kathleen Long (ESH President-Elect), Ali Özden Öztürk and Consuelo Casula (ESH Past President)

This ESHNL oﬀers an overview of what

the presidents of our Constituent Societi-

happens not only in our ESH community,

es, IMHETO, and IMHEL.

but also in what is going on in our larger
community of International Society of
hypnosis as well as of the Milton H. Erickson Foundation. Reading news from our
hypnotic community strengthens a sense
of pride in belonging to a group of fertile

Our board member Peter Naish, with his
column, Connection with Research, keeps
us updated on news in the research world,
while Silvia Zanotta with her column, Connection with the Ego State World, helps us

and open minded people.

get to know Eva Pollani, who is very active

As for what is happening in our commu-

creativity in combining EST with Somatic

in the ESH community, and her interesting

nity, this issue presents two interviews with
8

Experiencing and Auditory Integration Trai-

lia Baker has been a Contributing Editor to

ning.

the Erickson Foundation Newsletter since

Marie Jeanne Bremer, in her column on
Connection with German, anticipates the
flavour of an incoming storytelling congress and gives us a sense of the multi dimensional application of hypnosis in many
diﬀerent fields, in diﬀerent ways. Ali Özden
Öztürk oﬀers a glimpse of the First International Traditional and Complementary Medicine Congress organized under the authority of Turkish Ministry of Health & University of Health Sciences. He also informs
about the next THD congress
http://tibbihipnoz.net.
From the ISH community, getting ready to
fly to Montreal for their August congress,
we have two interviews. One with Claude
Virot, the current ISH president who will
Alghero, October 2017

complete his mandate in Montreal and will
pass the baton to Bernhard Trenkle; the other with Enayat Shadidi, incoming ISH Se-

the Spring of 2000. Recently retired as a
clinician, she continues her passion for
Ericksonian approaches passing on her wisdom through writing, and lecturing. She is
a Board member of the Milton H. Erickson
Institute of Phoenix, directed by Dan
Short. I thank her for her dedication to the
field of hypnosis and also for her willingness to collaborate with the ESHNL.
Marilia has selected for us two articles:
one by Jeﬀ Zeig on the first Evolution of
Psychotherapy Conference and a cerimony commemorating Philip Barretta (See
ESHNL Volume, 2, 2015).
I am also happy to announce the Thirteenth International Congress on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy, organized by The Milton H. Erickson Foundation, Inc., December 12-15,
2019.

cretary Treasurer, taking the place of Mark

I am very grateful to each contributor, to

Jensen, who has been elected ISH Presi-

the columnists, to the translators and to

dent Elect: congratulations to all of them.

every friend who oﬀers ESHNL his/her

Concerning our friendship with the Milton
H.Erickson Foundation I have the pleasure
to introduce Marilia Baker who has generously accepted the column on Connection

time and knowledge. Without them this
ESHNL could not be read by you now. I hope you enjoy it and I wish you a happy
summer.

with the Milton Erickson Foundation. Mari-
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Connection With the French Comunity
Maryse Bénézet
Interview by Gerard Fitoussi

tion of youth and as expert to the Appeal Court )
and also in a psychosocial environment (county
department, prevention of addiction, of HIV, and
psychosocial).
During these years, I worked with people from different ethnicities and cultures (Haitians, South
Americans, Antillais Anglophones, Antillais Créoles, Europeans, North-Americans…). It opened
my mind to other practices than those usually performed in oﬃces and in metropolitan services.
I have dealt with mental illness and voodoo,
psychosomatic aﬀections and traditional medicine where psychoanalysis is not really appropriate. When I came back to France, I opened a private practice in a small village with my husband, a
general practitioner, who practices homeopathy
and acupuncture.
I began studying for a diploma in hypnosis from
the University of Toulouse. The director who instructed us was and is still Dr Léonard Amétépé.

First, please, tell us about yourself.
I have been a clinical psychologist since 1979. I
was trained at The University of Psychology of
Toulouse, which is oriented towards psychoanalysis.
I worked first in Toulouse with disadvantaged children; then between 1989 to 2000, I lived on the
island of Saint Martin, Antilles Françaises. During
these years, I worked in the private sector but also with the justice department (judiciary protec-

After receiving the degree, Diplôme Universitaire,
which was only an initiation to Hypnosis, I completed a more thorough training by joining the
ATNH (Association Toulousaine de Nouvelle
Hypnose) with Dr Léonard Amétépé who was
then president.
Tell us about your presidency. When and how
did you become president of your society?
What do you hope to achieve during your presidency?
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Since I joined the ATNH, I have been interested
in the association’s various activities and joined
the BOD. Dr Léonard Amétépé was then the president. I worked first as deputy treasurer then as
the treasurer.
In March 2015, I was elected president of the
ATNH. We immediately considered changing the
name of our association, which was too close to
that of the Parisian association and so we became IMHETO, Institute Milton H. Erickson Toulouse Occitanie (Milton Erickson Institute of Toulouse Occitanie).
Several months later we were accepted by the
Milton Erickson Foundation in Phoenix, USA,
and became a part of the great family of the
Ericksonian Institute; we later had the honour to
have training from Dr Jeﬀrey Zeig in Toulouse in
June 2016.
This was my first mandate as president. I am
now a candidate for re-election at the next council of administration which will take place in June
2018. I want to be a candidate in order to continue the dynamism of this association. My projects primarily consist of continuing to develop
the training to broaden the influence of IMHETO.
In 2017, we led three training sessions for 56
health care professionals at the initiation level in
Hypnosis and Brief therapy. We have also proposed supplementary training for these professionals.
This year we have created Toulouse Innovation
which focuses on children and adolescents and
next June we will receive Professor Laurence Sugarman; in 2019 we will receive Camillo Loriedo,

among others. I myself will present, a training
about anxiety among children and adolescents
who have trouble controlling themselves
We now have two full time secretaries who are
part of the life of this association and we have
our own building to carry out training. I say this
to underscore how rapidly our association is
growing.
Our principal goal is to anchor our association in
the life our region, to train as many professionals
as possible and to make clinical hypnosis more
widely known to the general public. We invest a
lot in communication to become more visible.
Please tell us about your team. How many
members are in your CS?
We have 7 members in the team that complete
the administrative council. It may be increased
to 9 depending on our status. The BOD is composed of the president, the treasurer and the secretary. Some decisions which demand an immediate response are made by the BOD, however,
we also have 6 to 8 meetings of the administrative council each year.
We have also commitees (training, ethics and
communication, among others) which are composed of our instructors like Armelle Touyarot
and Léonard Amétépé, which are very renowned
for their expertise and knowledge of the world of
Ericksonian hypnosis. Léonard Amétépé is the
honorary president of IMHETO. We have around
150 members in our association.
When was your society established? When
and why did it become a member of ESH?
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IMHETO, the new name of ATNH, was founded
in 2004, at the behest of four medical doctors,
among them Dr Léonard Amétépé and one
psychologist. They were lucky to receive regular
training from Jean Godin and to attend his training sessions. We are also part of the CFHTB
and during the preparation of the ISH Congress
in Paris in 2015 that we asked to be a part of the
ESH.
We are Europeans and share the same ethics
and the same desire to develop our practice of
hypnosis in a respectful manner for our patients
and to be careful of their security and liberty.
Being a part of the ESH compels us to be more
vigilant in our training, especially in terms of the
content and also whom we accept in our training. In France, a lot of professionals are in the
ADELI list, a repertory of Health professionals.
So, among our participants and members we have: Doctors, Psychologists, Dentists, Mid-wives,
Nurses, Physiotherapists, Osteopaths, Speech
therapists (very few).
We insist on the fact that practicing hypnosis
does not make them « hypnotherapists, » but
hypnotherapy is another tool for them to use in
their practice.
IMHETO doesn’t have a link with traditional medicine. The co-operation with the University Paul
Sabatier is principally through the use of instructors from the DU d’Hypnose Médicale: 4 of us
who are members of our CA, plus another trainer, 5 persons all in all are teaching within the framework of the DU
Can you give some examples of the best practices in your society

The development of IMHETO and its training are
still in the early stages. We are interested in diﬀerent areas and we have the potential to create
publications in the future.
Please indicate if your CS involves in hypnosis research.
We are not undertaking or participating in research at the moment.
What is the next project planned by your society?
To continue our development …
To begin “days of study” in Toulouse with colloquiums that would host speakers, not only from
Toulouse, but also from the rest of France and
Europe.
Now a change of topic! This is about the relationship between your society and ESH. What
would you like from the ESH?
It is known that there is shortage of randomized
studies many areas like anxiety or other indication, ESH could play a role in the coordination in
multi-sited research projects which would increase the number of patient participants.
ESH could also help us to exchange information
and practices with members from diﬀerent countries in terms of their rules and legislation for nurses, for example. The ESH Congress could be a
meeting place for research and European projects and help in the search for financing at a European level because we have so many academics and researchers.
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Connection With the Luxemburg Comunity

Marco Klop

Interview by Consuelo Casula

gain some training in clinical hypnosis. From that
day on my daily practice is impregnated with the
techniques of hypnosis: preoperatively seeing patients before surgery, during induction of general
anesthesia, routine procedures without general
anesthesia as well as some surgical procedures
under hypno-sedation. I also use it in pain medicine and addictology.
When and how did you become president of
your society?

First, please tell us about yourself.
I’m a medical doctor in anesthesiology and intensive care medicine working in a private hospital in
Luxembourg. My first “contact” with hypnosis
was in 2002 when a nurse anesthetist, assisting
me during induction of anesthesia, asked me if I
had a special training in hypnosis. She found some similitudes in my method addressing people
and the techniques used in hypnosis. Well, this
picked up my curiosity and gave me the incentive
to grab more information about hypnosis. So I enrolled in the Milton H Erickson Institute in Liège
(Belgium) and later in the University of Liège to

In 2007, a couple of colleges and I created an institute of hypnosis in Luxembourg, which granted
the acknowledgment from the Milton Erickson
Foundation in 2008 to be the “Institut Milton H
Erickson de Luxembourg” of which I proudly am
the president since. The council presidents are
elected for a term of 3 years and can be re-elected. The main goals of our Institute are to promote clinical hypnosis in Luxembourg by organizing trainings for medical professionals and to defend the ethical and deontological use of hypnosis in Luxembourg. Recognition of clinical hypnosis by the authorities (Ministry of Health…) also
belongs to our mission. Then, my personal goal
was to organize an international meeting of
hypnosis in Luxembourg. This goal will be achieved in 2021 when Luxembourg will host the 12th

forum of the cfhtb (confederation d’hypnose et
thérapies brèves).
Please tell me about your team. How many
people are involved in the operation of the
CS? How many members are in your CS?
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The council involves 9 people and the institute
counts 30 members.
When was your society established? When
and why did it become a member of ESH?
The reason why we wanted to become a member of the ESH was to be known internationally,
connect to other societies worldwide and eventually participate actively in the ESH’s work. As
mentioned earlier, the institute was established
in 2008 and entered the ESH in 2018, so we can
celebrate both our 10th anniversary and our
membership in the ESH this year. Since 2008 the
institute grew quite fast in business. We first participated as observers, then as teachers, in the 3
years teaching of clinical hypnosis organized in
Luxembourg by the Institute of Liège. Then we
slowly took it over in 2012. This training concerns people with medical or para-medical education like medical doctors, nurses, psychologists, dentists, nurses, midwifes … as long as
they are still involved in a professional activity in
healthcare. So the members of our society belongs to precisely these professional groups and
we count doctors, psychologists and nurses
among the members of the council.
Can you give some examples of the best practices in your society?
Next to our 3 years basic teaching, we are involved in introducing clinical hypnosis in two hospital groups in Luxembourg. These teachings are
specially adapted for nursing staﬀ and can be
focused on the special interests of each professional group particularly. We also have our introductions in Luxembourg’s nursing school, where
the ongoing nurse-anesthetists are familiarized
with clinical hypnosis, its history and deontology.
It’s more an introduction to clinical hypnosis, fo-

cused on getting rid of prejudice and false ideas.
Since 2016, the institutes of Liège and Luxembourg join once yearly for a common master
class which takes place alternatively in Luxembourg and Liège. As a member of the CFHTP, we
will host the 12th forum in Luxembourg in 2021.
Please indicate if your CS involves, or has
members who are involved in, hypnosis research.
Unfortunately, none of us is involved in research
yet. But who knows, perhaps our future generation …
7. What is the next project of your society?
As mentioned earlier, our next big project will be
the forum of the CFHTP in 2021. That will take
quite a place in our work agenda for the 3 next
years. Of course, recognition of clinical hypnosis
is still on the agenda.
Now a change of topic! What would you like
to have from ESH?
Personally, I believe ESH can give an additional
recognition to our institute, a letter of nobility.
It will be the recognition of our serious work and
ethical philosophy in promoting and defending
clinical hypnosis. Being part of a network of international societies is a strength and promotes exchange of information and best practices. So
every society can take profit of that membership
and be a help for all in participating in a common eﬀort of active communication. Mobilizing,
motivating and federating the societies and their
members should be one of the roles of the ESH
and, why not, the main role of ESH congress.
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By
Ali Özden Öztürk
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The first International Traditional and Complementary Medicine Congress was held between
19-22 April, 2018 in Istanbul, Turkey.
This congress was organized under the authority
of Turkish Ministry of Health & University of
Health Sciences as a result of a strategic plan
launched and implemented by the Ministry in order to integrate traditional and complementary
medicine into the healthcare system in an evidence-based fashion.
“A Regulation on Traditional and Complementary
Medicine Practices” was adopted to establish
the legal basis after a two-year regulatory eﬀort
in accordance with this strategic plan.
As of January 2018, 18 Turkish universities have
a Traditional and Complementary Medicine Practice Center (R&D and Training Center), and 480
Departments of Traditional and Complementary
Medicine Practices are in force.
The World Health Organization participated in
the opening speeches of the congress as supporters of this organization and the legalization
process of traditional and complementary medicine practices all over world.
During the congress, various integrative medical
disciplines were presented in diﬀerent sessions
by national and international speakers to the audience whose number exceeded 4000.
The hypnosis session was a great success with
the support of ESH BOD and the speeches of
Immediate Past President Consuelo Casula, President-Elect Kathleen Long, and Former Treasurer Gaby Golan. Also, Mehdi Fathi’s speech contributed to the success of the hypnosis session.

Also, the Society of Medical Hypnosis (THD), an
ESH Constituent Society, was represented during the congress by the presence and speeches
of THD President Ali Özden Öztürk and Vice President Ali Eşref Müezzinoğlu, and the participation of many THD members.
This congress was of specific importance to
THD, since THD had played an important role as
a part of the commission formed by the Ministry
to establish a legal ground and professional standards for the application and training of hypnosis in Turkey.
During its work with the commission, THD shared its experience and knowledge in order to have a national hypnosis training program and application standards in accordance with ESH and
CEPE.
Colleagues expressed their gratitude for the success of hypnosis session and the well-known
speakers; and they were delighted to hear that
all the ESH BOD would be present in THD’s congress in November.
Everyone in the ESH family and colleagues are
welcomed to join the 11th International Congress of Medical Hypnosis between 23-25 November, 2018 in Istanbul, Turkey.
The congress is organized by THD and Medipol
Photo
by F.C.
University; and all ESH
BOD
members will be invited speakers.
For more and up-to-date information, you can
visit http://tibbihipnoz.net/.
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2nd International Festival of Therapeutic Storytelling in Germany (Oct 5-7, 2018)
Not yet a perfect show-case of congress but a
small and welcoming Festival oﬀering the opportunity to dive in the treasure of healing sounds
and narrations from here and there. Stories, tales and legends, philosophical wisdoms belong
to the oldest methods to induce trance or to use
this state of trance for creating new experiences.
They convoy knowledge and teach coping skills
for universal human issues.
Initiating the idea of a Festival of therapeutic storytelling and mastering perfectly the principles of
Ericksonian hypnosis, Stefan Hammel introduces in his teachings, counseling and therapy everyday experiences, trivial issues anecdotes, metaphors and analogies. His books, for example
“Handbuch des therapeutischen Erzählens” or
“Loslassen und Neues ins Leben lassen. Wegweisende Geschichten” demonstrate his creative art of storytelling. His book “Der Grashalm in
der Wüste” is translated in English "The blade
of Grass in the Desert".
As he is a passionate storyteller, he wants to share his enthusiasm with colleagues. And so he invited Storytellers, lecturers and speakers from
Algeria, Austria, France, Germany, Luxembourg,
Switzerland, the USA to present their skills,
theirs stories, their topics. Some of them are
transporting you, almost magically, in healing
spheres while others will activate your conscious
and unconscious mind for redesigning biographies which are stuck in clogging templates.
While storytelling is an almost intrinsic part in
educational work with children, it remains a neglected issue in psychotherapy for adults. A frePhoto by F.C.
quent statement: “therapeutic storytelling seems

very interesting, but I have not much experience
in this domain“. Are psychotherapists too focussed on a limited preoccupation for standardised
or evidence-based methods? However, metaphors and hypnotic stories may be used within
any theoretical orientation; they enhance and facilitate individual development, bypass resistances by embedded suggestions and oﬀer a large
variety of identification figures.

With the festival in Otterberg, the organisation
team wants to reach therapists as well as educators, teachers or persons who simply are interested in storytelling. May curiosity motivate you
to visit the website of Stefan Hammel and discover the program.
Narratives are not only the prerogative of individual persons. Also groups, communities and nations are telling, repeating their stories and shaping their identity; sometimes, unfortunately, in a
partial and single-sided way. Opening the perspectives for narrations and counter-narrations,
disseminating a broad range of human and relational values, sharing stories : probably a peacefostering manner for dialogues and encounters.
And here I join the adage of the workshop with
the Algerian storyteller Charles Naceur Aceval:
“Nations sharing Stories and Bread don’t engage in wars“.
The team of organisors is happy to welcome
your interest in storytelling and maybe we will
meet with joy, humour and liveliness around a
large variety of multifaceted narratives.
Marie-Jeanne Bremer, Co-organisor of the 2nd
International Festival of Therapeutic Storytelling.
Institut Milton H.Erickson of Luxembourg.
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Probably, one of the therapeutic roles for hypnosis which comes most readily to the public’s
mind (at least here in the UK) is weight loss. In
informed circles the topic frequently invites the
questions, “But does it work?” and “Is it any better than other techniques?”
Evidence has recently been reported that helps
to answer these questions [Milling LS, Gover MC
& Moriarty CL (2018). The eﬀectiveness of hypnosis as an intervention for obesity: A meta-analytic review. Psychology of Consciousness:
Theory, Research, and Practice, 5, 29 – 45.] This
research, like the study on cancer patients I described in the previous edition, combined data
from several sets of published results, in order to
make a better assessment of eﬃcacy.
Their first finding was that, by the end of the
treatment, the average patient in the hypnosis
group had lost more weight than 95% of the control patients.
Even at follow-up the figure was still 81%. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) is often presented as the approach against which others should
be judged. The researchers looked at the eﬀect
of combining hypnosis with CBT.
Using that same measure to compare the two
groups, at follow up the average CBT + hypnosis patient was doing better than 79% of CBT-only patients. This is very impressive.
From my own experience and from speaking to
colleagues, I believe a standard hypnotic intervention has strong elements of the cognitive/behavioural approach, helping the patient to see
things diﬀerently and to make diﬀerent responses to situations. Thus, rather than seeing hypnosis as adding a little magic to CBT, we might bet-

ter describe CBT as hypnosis with the important
part removed.
If members of the general public are asked
about non-therapy uses of hypnosis, then the
most common answer is that it can recover forgotten material.
That widespread belief, unfortunately endorsed
by many lay therapists, is at the root of a good
many problems. At best, hypnosis can lower a
person’s acceptance criteria, so that they may
recall a few more real memories, but they will also have an increased chance of producing more
that are false.
At worst, vividly experienced imaginings are interpreted as real memories, sometimes with an
iatrogenic impact. I am sure we are all aware of
the dangers of false memories, and the British
Psychological Society (BPS) referred to the issue
in a publication concerning hypnosis [Heap M,
et al. (2001).
The Nature of Hypnosis. BPS, St Andrews House, Leicester, UK]. This document urges extreme
care when hypnosis is used to deal with issues
of the past, pointing out: Hypnosis does not have any special property for enhancing memory in
therapy … using hypnosis in this way carries a
real risk of producing substantial pseudo-memories … some can be so plausible as to beguile
the therapist and client alike into accepting them
as accurate.
Naturally, the false memory problem has provoked a good deal of research.
A recent study has extended our understanding
of the impact of hypnosis on the phenomenon
[Robin F, Bonamy J & Ménétrier E (2018). Hypno-
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sis and False Memories, Psychology of Consciousness: Theory, Research, and Practice.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/cns0000150]. These
researchers used a type of memory test that is
well known for producing false memories.
People are shown lists of words and told that
they will be tested later to see how many they
have remembered. In each list the words all belong to one category or concept, but an obvious
member of the list is omitted. When people attempt to recall what they learned they frequently
include the word that was not there.
You might think (a) that is not very surprising,
and (b) that it doesn’t sound like the kind of significant falsehood that might arise in real life. Well,
it may not be entirely surprising, but whereas some people fall into the trap nearly every time, others are far more accurate.
The technique was tried in the USA, testing a very special group of people: those who “remembered” being abducted by aliens! Clearly, these were people who were liable to experience false memories. (Unless, of course, you happen to believe that little green men in flying saucers make a
habit of taking humans for space rides!).
These “abductees” were very liable to think they
had seen the missing words, so this simple test
does seem to tell us something more general
about a person’s vulnerability to remembering
things that did not happen.
So what of the recent research? Well, the Université de Nantes group used the word test in three
ways; as a base-line it was carried out as I have

described, then in another version people received hypnosis before learning the words, and were given the suggestion that the hypnosis would
help them to focus on the words in the list. The
last version also used hypnosis to deliver that
message, but it was delivered after the people
had seen the words, just before they attempted
to recall them. The two hypnosis results were
compared with the base-line. It turned out that
giving hypnosis before the words were studied
enhanced people’s performance, with significantly fewer of the absent words being wrongly
remembered.
On the other hand, receiving hypnosis after the
event, when people were about to try to remember, produced much worse performance, with
many of the absent words being recalled. It
would seem that hypnosis can improve the focus of attention when learning, producing a more accurate outcome, but it is most certainly not
a good technique for enhancing recall.
I ended my last reflections by discussing consciousness and questioning why we have it. Two
British authors have proposed an answer [Oakley DA & Halligan PW (2017). Chasing the Rainbow: The Non-conscious Nature of Being, Frontiers in Psychology:
https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.01924].
The name of the first author may well be familiar
to you, because he has been an active researcher in the hypnosis field. Their answer to the
question that has baﬄed so many for so long is
that we are conscious so that we can communicate our state of mind to others. If this kind of
thing interests you, then you will have to read it
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and decide for yourself, but I find the explanation entirely unconvincing.
After all, many group-living members of the animal kingdom signal to each other by colour changes, posture, movement (e.g. tail-wagging, eyeblinking) and vocalisations.
Vervet monkeys even seem to have a primitive
language of alarm calls, with a diﬀerent “word”
used depending upon the nature of the threat.
To be conscious is to have self-awareness; it
seems improbable that a colour-changing squid
is aware that it is doing so, or that the change
feels intentional to the animal.
We too can do these things; we blush (hypnosis
is good for controlling excessive blushing) which
certainly signals our state of mind to others. It
just so happens that we are usually aware of doing so, but we do not need to be, because the
change of blood flow in the cheeks is entirely automatic.
As I pointed out previously, the brain appears to
be capable of carrying out complex decision-making and action selection, and only afterwards
makes a small proportion of the results available
to consciousness.
There is no reason to suppose that communication has some special status that requires consciousness to precede the computation.
The Oakley and Halligan paper covers the usual
material that I allude to above, research that
shows the brain to do a great deal of processing
outside conscious awareness and, importantly,
before conscious awareness.

They then go on to make an interesting claim:
that the contents of consciousness can have no
impact upon the unconscious processes. If I understand them correctly, they see the brain as
being like a computer and consciousness as the
equivalent of the computer’s monitor.
The computer determines precisely what appears on the screen, but the contents of the display have no influence upon the computer. If
this is true, then surely it undermines still further
their assertion about communicating.
To communicate I use my brain; it controls the
movement of my fingers as I type, or my vocal
apparatus as I speak. I am generally conscious
of those actions (although the results might sometimes cast doubt on that!) but if consciousness cannot influence what I say or write,
then it is clearly not necessary for communication.
This apparent inconsistency is buried in an elaborate, rather confused paper; I think if the whole
thing were presented more clearly the reader
would be better placed to decide which points
were well argued and which were unjustified.
It is not an easy read, but some of the commentary responses (which will be found following the
online paper) are far clearer. This is certainly not
the end of the debate and I expect I shall be returning to it in the future.
Best wishes to all, Peter.
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Interview to Eva Pollani.
Eva Pollani, you are head of Ego State Therapy Austria, you are trainer as well as supervisor in Ego State Therapy. How popular is
Ego State Therapy in Austria?
Ego State Therapy is quite popular in Austria. All
students who are trained by ÖGATAP to become
psychotherapists working with hypnosis are trained in Ego State Therapy. It has been part of our
curriculum for quite a long time.
Therefore, many Austrian psychotherapists learn
Ego State Therapy in their basic training. With
the help of ESTI (Ego State Therapy International), Ego State Therapy has become popular
amongst other psychotherapist schools too. According to ESTI’s international standards, 64
hours of training in hypnosis are required for certification. So both Ego State Therapy and hypnosis are spreading.
What is the diﬀerence between Ego State Therapy and other parts’ models like Inner Family
System (IFS)?
Ego State Therapy, the way I teach and work
with it, was developed by Helen and John
Watkins. Helen Watkins, Claire Frederick and
Maggie Phillips are the most important female
figures in the development of Ego State Therapy.
It is a trauma therapy approach, very useful with
clients who experience a lot of dissociation.
I respect all the other parts’ models. They are
enormously beneficial for clients. However, in other parts’ models the states are defined in categories which describe their function (e.g. managers, firefighters in IFS), whereas in Ego State
Therapy each individual has his own unique ego

states. As the German trauma expert and Ego
State Therapist Jochen Peichl put it once: “EgoState-Therapy is a bottom-up model, Richard
Schwartz´ Internal Family System is a top-down
model”.
Give us some reasons why Ego State Therapy
should become part of a therapist’s toolbox?
Ego-State-Therapy is creative, fun to work with
and easy to understand. As we see so many different clients with diﬀerent clinical challenges like
dissociation, shame, destructive introjects, it is
useful to have a wide variety of tools ready.
Using hypnosis and Ego State Therapy improves
the healing process and strengthens the whole
personality.

Ego State Therapy may be combined with almost any psychotherapeutic method. What
do you combine EST with? What are your experiences?
My personal experience in Ego State Therapy during my training to become a therapist was impressive and very helpful. So I was soon convinced by this approach, by its creativity and the
possibilities of dealing with the most severely disturbed clients. Adults and children with terrible
traumatic experiences can heal, that is what I
find every day in my work.
After having integrated the body in my work with
Somatic Experiencing©, I started to combine
Ego State Therapy also with Eye Movement Integration (EMI) and with Berard’s Auditory Integration Training (AIT). This combination seems to be
quite promising as you can see in the following
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case example of one of my patients with a heart
transplant.
Eva’s case on Combining Ego-State-Therapy,
Somatic Experiencing® and Auditory Integration Training (AIT/Berard)
Can you imagine losing your heart? You may have lost it during your dating history, but I am referring here to a complete physical loss through
organ-transplantation. I would like to introduce
you to Rainer, 26 years old, one of my clients
who underwent this procedure.
After the surgery and after getting used to his
new heart, he started to feel diﬀerently in many
ways. Ranier reported a change of his personality which was visible to others, too. He felt less
joy and sadness, no highs nor lows in most of
his emotions, and he started to disconnect from
relatives and friends.
He had diﬃculties reaching orgasms although he
had no erectile dysfunction. Most annoying of all
were Panic-Attacks; they came regularly and woke him up at random times during the night.
Rainer contacted me to get rid of those panic-attacks and he was desperate. Not only did he suffer from unpleasant nights, those attacks started
to change his sleep-pattern and he was almost
unable to work. Trained in Ego-State Therapy
and Somatic Experiencing, I started to work with
him with both approaches.
He presented one Ego-State who had an important message; this state said “I am cut oﬀ from
life and I hope to relate to life again if I wake Rainer - can you help Eva?” Of course such a seve-

re surgery has impacts: the life thread before the
organ transplantation, the surgery itself, possible
medical complications after the transplantation multiple scars in body and mind can appear. So
we worked our way through with Somatic Experiencing and work with this particular Ego State,
who identified himself as “the new heart“, and
felt disconnected from Rainer.
“The New Heart“ as well as Rainer were interested to learn that during the heart transplantation the vagus nerve is cut through, and certain
conditions appear because of the lack of connection between the brain and the heart.
This disconnected state was exactly what “The
New Heart“ experienced. Working with AIT and
successfully using it with children on the spectrum (autism spectrum disorder) I introduced the
training to Rainer and he was willing to try.
Stephen Porges has proposed the „Polyvagal
Theory“, a theory that links the autonomic nervous system to the emergence of social behavior.
His theory provides insights into the mechanisms mediating symptoms observed in several
behavioral, psychiatric and physical disorders
and provides a theoretical background to study
and to treat stress and trauma.
Guy Berards’ work focuses similarly on the two
muscles in the middle ear: The tensor tympani
and the stapedius. Porges has found that the same nerves that control these two muscles also
control vocalization, facial expression, heart rate,
and breathing.
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After working with AIT, communication, relationships and quality of life can improve. In AIT sessions, randomly filtered and electronically modulated music is played through headphones. The
protocol consists of two 30-minutes sessions
per day for ten days. Rainer experienced that
training parallel to his psychotherapy sessions.
Inviting “The New Heart“ to connect with Rainer
and with diﬀerent “parts of his body”, promoted
a feeling of more integration and was experienced as success. It was important to introduce
“The New Heart“ formally and to make a direct
commitment to work together in a healthy way.
Soon Rainer’s sleep came back to normal and
the panic attacks disappeared.
Step by step, Rainer connected with friends
again, overcoming his fear of disconnection - it
seemed as if he learned new social skills which
he had lost along with his old heart.
As we know, hearing and listening are two diﬀerent skills, and Ranier’s listening was improved
with AIT. He reported a more balanced life, and
therapy could be ended after 6 months.
The integration of diﬀerent approaches has to be
done carefully, strategically and under supervision.
What I appreciate most is the challenge when
working with diﬃcult cases where creativity and
clinical knowledge can be combined.
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In Montreal your triennium as ISH president
will be completed and you will stay for the following triennium, 2018-2021, as past president.
Yes, time passes very quickly when one occupies such a position. I feel like I started a few
days ago. And yet, very soon, Bernhard Trenkle
will be the President. As for me, I will have the
privilege of remaining as a member of the BOD
but taking a step back to have more of an advisory role to the President and the Board in more
delicate or complex situations. I will also guide
the evolution of the project of recognition by the
WHO and to participate more directly in the animation of the "Youth Committee".
What are your best achievements in the field
of hypnosis?
The most important thing is to create links
between cultures, countries, practitioners... They
must be able to meet and talk to each other. The
Paris Congress, the Montreal Congress and those I organized in France are very powerful moments of exchange and sharing.
This is also true of the video project we are experimenting with in Montreal. That was also particularly close to my heart. During the congress in
Paris, even if we were 2500 attendees, I thought
about all those who do not have the ability to
participate in our congresses mainly for financial
reasons. Today, we have all the technologies
that allow us - at a lower cost - to share these
essential moments remotely. We decided to do
an experiment in Montreal. The main cinema will
be filmed and the screening will be possible in 6
countries selected for their low incomes: Mexico
and Brazil, China and Iran, Hungary and Poland.
We have a member company in each of its coun-

tries that will handle live or deferred broadcasting with the support of the Youth Committee.
We will therefore allow hundreds or thousands of
practitioners to see and listen to all the lectures
and presentations given in this room and thus be
in a way - at a distance – with the participants
of the conference on site in Montreal. This experiment will give us many indications to do better
during the 2021 congress.
To respect our global dimension, we must also
make eﬀorts in the field of languages. This objective is partly achieved in congresses. The oﬃce
has also recently decided to translate as many
pages of the website as possible into many languages using automatic translation systems.
Even if these translations will sometimes remain
imperfect, it is a big step to know that in China,
Iran, Sweden or Russia, everyone can connect
to the International Hypnosis Society and
through it be connected to practitioners all over
the world.
Everything we do today is oriented towards the
future, so that our hypnotic knowledge and techniques will relieve suﬀering for more and more
people, so that the future will be better for the
generations that follow us. This is why I wanted
to create a "Youth Committee" within the ISH
with young health professionals.
Today they are 5 and they come from China,
Iran, Morocco, Germany and France. Their active role in 2018 is to participate in the success of
the video experiment. But the most important
thing is that they learn quickly about the evolution of hypnosis throughout the world, that they
identify its strengths and weaknesses and soon
prepare the necessary orientations for the next
30 or 50 years.
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In a way, all this is possible thanks to a dynamic
and involved BOD. We have been able to create
an organisation in which everyone has their share of responsibility and their specific skills. This
makes it possible to develop several projects at
the same time, projects that can continue to
grow even if people change. Thanks also to all
those who participated in the Paris Congress
which gave great financial security to the ISH
and the possibility of financing these experiments and developments.
What are your best memories of the last three
years, starting with the great congress in Paris?
The greatest pleasure in an association is the
time shared with the other members of the
board. These are strong moments of work and
conviviality. We spent two very beautiful visits in
Paris and Milan (thanks to the invitation of Consuelo Casula and Giuseppe de Benedittis).
However my strongest memory is our trip to China. First Beijing, the magnificent congress, the
discovery of our colleagues and their enthusiasm for hypnosis, the two workshops I led.
Then these few days with the ISH oﬃce and this
unforgettable cruise on the Yangtze River to the
Three Gorges Dam. A wonderful setting for our
meetings and to enjoy a slower pace to admire
the scenery and visit.
Is there something that you would have liked
to achieve if you have had more time? Some
“unfinished business” that you would like the
next ISH president, Bernhard Trenkle, to take
care of?

We have started to create a network of newspapers connected to the ISH. The first issues bear
the ISH logo and should be published before the
end of 2018. This network will make the international society better known in each country and
reinforce the legitimacy of each of these reviews.
In a second phase, these journals could have
greater influence by publishing scientific articles
selected by a reading committee from their own
country.
The aim is to stimulate research in each country
by expanding publication opportunities.
I already mentioned the WHO project. It will certainly take a few more years, beyond Bernhard's
presidency. It will be essential that the new oﬃce continue this work around Giuseppe de Benedittis and Nicole Ruysschaert who are the current leaders of this working group.
One of the next objectives is to bring the ideas
and resources of the ISH closer to those of the
ESH, which is also involved in this recognition
process. It is very important and very stimulating
to allow these two companies to work on a joint
project. This complementarity will also promote
success more eﬀectively and more quickly.
What do you expect from the Montreal Congress in August?
Even if the participation will be less than in Bremen or Paris since the development of hypnosis
is today a little less dynamic in North America
than in Europe, we already know that there will
be nearly 60 nations represented so 5 or 6 more
than in Paris. The arrival of colleagues from new
nations is very important. Every practitioner in
his country is like a seed with the potential to
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see a beautiful flowering plant, a tree or a forest
emerge. This is one of the great goals of this
World Congress. We are also organizing for the
second time a day completely oriented towards
the future of hypnosis research. A group of experimental researchers and a group of clinical researchers from diﬀerent nations will discuss
throughout the day with the objective of identifying common directions in future work. The
idea is that the impact of this work will be greater if there are synergies between them.
After August you will automatically become
ISH Past President, how do you think this role change will aﬀect your personal and professional life?
I have already mentioned my new role in the oﬃce and I will take it as seriously as my predecessors did. But I will still have more time available
to do a little more for Emergences and the training we have been giving in France since 1994.
Today, we receive nearly 1000 new trainees
each year for hypnosis and therapeutic communication training. Above all, I will be able to be
more available for the experimental and clinical
research centre that we are setting up. It's a project I've had at heart for 30 years and it's coming this year! I also plan to have more time for
my personal life and better enjoy my family and
weekends by leaving the computer and daily
emails behind.
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Interview with
Enayat Shahidi

By
Consuelo Casula
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Please present yourself, telling to the ESH readers what you think it is important for them
to know about how you got involved to hypnosis.
I am a licensed medical doctor specialized in Cognitive-Behavioral Psychotherapy with a dual residence of Iran and Italy. Practicing and training
hypnotherapy, esp. cognitive and Ericksonian
models, makes the major part of my job. Using
hypnosis for children is also a field that I love
and frequently do.
Twenty-four years ago, when I was an intern in a
psychiatric hospital at Tehran University of Medical Sciences, I saw the poster of a hypnotherapy
course. I immediately registered and from then
on, never lived without hypnosis both in my professional career and personal life. I am currently
BOD member of ISH (International Society of
Hypnosis) as well as treasurer and vice-president of ISSCH (Iranian Scientific Society of Clinical Hypnosis).
What brought you to be interested in becoming board member of the ISH, when have
you been elected the first time?
My first contact with ISH BOD backs to the 12th
ESH congress in Istanbul 2011. As you remember, that time you were both the ESH presidentelect and ISH BOD member.
At the congress, my mission was to apply for
ISH membership as a constituent society. I was
invited to introduce the Iranian society briefly
and fortunately, due to the positive atmosphere
of the board, after a few weeks and assessing
our documents, the request has been accepted.
Afterwards, I kept constantly in touch with some
of the board members.

As the chairperson of the ISSCH Training Committee, I was very interested in educational projects and at the 13th ESH Congress in Sorrento
2014, I talked to Julie and proposed that ISH
may enter the field of education. I reasoned ISH
has access to a lot of internationally well-known
hypnosis lecturers and this invaluable potentiality can be utilized in a way which is beneficial for
ISH, the trainers, and the trainees. Fortunately,
Julie welcomed this idea and said, “it is a good
idea and may come true by your own assistance
in future.”
It seems that ESH congresses always played important roles in my ties with ISH! In the 20th ISH
congress in Paris, I have been nominated by some colleagues in the COR meeting and was
elected by the CS representatives as a board
member.
Thanks to the positive attitude of the COR it was
the beginning of a new era in my life. Soon after
I was fortunate enough to become your colleague as the co-chair of Education and Training
Committee and you well know that how much I
learned from you.
What brought you to propose your candidacy
to becoming Secretary Treasurer for the next
triennium starting in Montreal and ending in
2021?
I must tell you that when I entered the ISH BOD,
I was very positively surprised to find the motto
of ISH “Building bridges of understanding” was
fully realized in the BOD. Sometimes I wish that
international politics would show a similar spirit
of cooperation!
During the recent three years I have been more
involved in the international organizational part
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of hypnosis and found out that I love this kind of
job. I want to clarify that the professional behavior and communication skills of ISH president-elect, Bernhard Trenkle, has always been my role
model and I love working with him. That is why
when he proposed me to be nominated for Secretary/Treasurer of the period of his presidency,
I voluntarily accepted.
What would you like to achieve as Secretary
Treasurer for the next triennium? What is your
commitment and what are your dreams?
What will be the first little step you will move
as soon as you enter in your new role?
Firstly, I should thank all ISH members worldwide. I appreciate their trust and will do my best to
be a good Secretary/Treasurer. Honestly speaking, I owe a large part of my personal and professional life to hypnosis. That is why I am seriously intended to utilize all my enthusiasm,
energy, competencies, skills, and commitment
to work in cooperation with the new board to
help ISH achieve its goals.
My mission will be facilitating the optimal use of
all existing and potential resources including financial, legal, and international connections to
help ISH play its actual role as the umbrella society and help bring its vision to life.
Regarding the financial and accounting jobs, ISH
is now using QuickBooks and a PayPal account,
both of which cost money but facilitate the processes eﬃciently.
Although they are working well, I believe ISH can
find newer less expensive systems to take care
of its resources while pacing with the rapidly

growing world of technology and financial transactions.
Since increasing the number of Constituent Societies and individual members is an important
policy of ISH, I believe my first step will be creating a mechanism for electronic auto renewal of
membership to ease the process both for members and for ISH. Currently ISH has 37 constituent societies from 28 countries. I believe in addition to encourage the current constituent societies to keep their membership, ISH may consider
new strategies to grow internationally.
How do you integrate the ancient wisdom of
Persian culture with the modern hypnosis?
When we talk about CBT, EMDR, DBT, or any other approach there is not much diﬀerence between west and east. The concepts are almost the
same, and the disorders are relatively similar.
However, cultures are not, they have both
strengths and weaknesses that can be utilized
for a client's benefit.
I realize by discovering the culturally oriented assets and their intentional utilization in an individualized therapeutic protocol, we can create a
unique approach utilized to calm disputes and
empower people involved in conflicts. This is the
case for all countries and cultures.
The culture of ancient Persia backs to 7000
years ago and I believe this long history of civilization has created an ancient wisdom which
might be transmitted generation by generation.
There has been a lot of influencing people in the
Persia that has played important roles in the history of psychotherapy.
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Among them I have been mostly influenced by
one of the leading Persian philosophers and
poets, Rumi. I have been first encountered with
multiple embedded metaphor in his poems and
loved it.

October 2019 with the same skilled team. We believe that utilizing the experience of previous congresses along with Bernhard’s invaluable support, makes this congress an unforgettable special event.

The lessons I have learned from Rumi were always inspiring in my therapeutic works. Rumi is
one of those rare souls who has written so beautifully of Divine Love that just reading his words
can change our lives and our practices forever.
He says: “Let the beauty we love be what we
do.”

Fortunately, the congress is being well received
not only in Asia but also by European colleagues.

For me, hypnotherapy has become what I love
to do. I love it because it makes me feel better
and love it because it helps my clients feel good.
I believe when I infuse my heart and mind with
the spirit of Rumi, my hypnotherapy practice can
come to life with what true devotion really
means and what Rumi danced ecstatically
about.
Can you add something about the big congress that you are organizing in Mashhad?
As you see, we have already organized four successful international congresses on hypnosis in
Iran since 2012.
The ex-secretary of ISSCH and my friend, Prof.
Mehdi Fathi, was the main organizer and you were a keynote speaker of some of them.

Among the faculty you will find some of the leading names in hypnosis like Camillo Loriedo,
Claude Virot, Bernhard Trenkle, Nicole Ruysschaert, Kris Klajs, Woltemade Hartman, Irving
Kirsch, and a lot of other well-known colleagues.
There are also plans to create an Asian Society
of Hypnosis for the first time during this congress.
For more information one may visit the congress’ website, www.iran2019.com.
Furthermore, as you see Persia consists of many
beautiful and attractive places that is worth discovering.
During the congress there will also be interesting
pre and post congress tour plans to discover
Persia.
I invite the interested reader to visit the website
www.kazemi.tours for further information.

We are now planning to organize an Asian
Hypnosis Congress in Mashhad-Iran in 15-18 of
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Connection with the
Milton Erickson
Foundation Newsletter

Selected by
Marilia Baker

Jeﬀrey K. Zeig, PhD, is Founder and Director of the Milton H. Erickson Foundation. He is the
author, coauthor, editor and coeditor of more than 20 books published in fourteen languages.
He is the architect of the Evolution of Psychotherapy Conferences, as well as of the Brief Therapy Conferences; the Couples Conferences; and the International Congresses on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy. In private practice as a clinical psychologist, Jeﬀrey Zeig conducts workshops worldwide (40 countries). The original conceptualization and implementation of the Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference, in my view, was a
masterful, auspicious creation then, and an outstanding achievement since, which has
brought together luminaries from the world of psychotherapy and thousands of participants
from all over the world. There have been, to present, nine Evolution Conferences: in 1985,
1990, 1994 (Hamburg, Germany), 1995, 2000, 2005, 2009, 2013, and 2017. For detailed information about the M. H. Erickson Foundation, please consult: www.erickson-foundation.org.
Thank you, Marilia Baker.

Photo by F.C.
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Excerpts

The History of the First Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference. By Jeﬀrey K. Zeig, PhD
The first conference I organized was the 1980
International Congress on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy. Shortly
thereafter, I conceived of organizing the Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference, which was
held in 1985, in Phoenix, Arizona. This was in
keeping with the philosophy of the newly formed
Erickson Foundation, since Board members
agreed that we did not want to establish a
school of Ericksonian therapy. Rather, our goal
was to present and advance Milton H. Erickson’s
teachings to promote eﬀective treatment.
In late 1984, a steering committee for the Evolution Conference was appointed, which included
experienced Arizona clinicians who met monthly
to suggest policy. The Department of Psychology at Arizona State University and the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Arizona
School of Medicine agreed to become nominal
cosponsors. The final faculty selections were made and it was decided to limit the conference to
schools of therapy that were currently influential.
The administration of the conference was han-

dled by Sherron S. Peters, Administrative Director of the Foundation, and her staﬀ. Publicity
was sent to members of major professional organizations.
The response was incredible. On September 2,
1985, approximately three months before the
conference, we were sold out with 7,200 registrants. Unfortunately, several thousand were turned away for lack of space. Registrants included
approximately 2,000 doctoral practitioners,
3,000 master’s level practitioners, and 2,000 graduate students. Professionals from 29 countries
and every state in the United States registered
for the event.
The conference was a grand success, even
though it snowed the first day of the meeting
--the first measurable snow in Phoenix in four decades! There was a palpable spirit of camaraderie that developed amongst attendees. One
example of this took place immediately following
a workshop demonstration in which Miriam Polster worked with a young black woman whose
mother was seriously ill back home in South Africa. The young woman was deeply torn between
returning to South Africa to be with her mother
(living under intolerable conditions) and remaining in the U.S., to continue her graduate school
education.
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A great source of sorrow for the student was
that she could not easily keep in touch with her
mother because her mother did not have a telephone. Attendees spontaneously collected
over US$2,000 as a gesture of support for the
two women. Not only did this make it possible
for the mother to install a phone, but there was
also enough left over to help pay for her medical
expenses.
In 1985, the Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference was the largest meeting held in Arizona.

Attendees were housed in 19 hotels and there
was a bus system to bring people to the downtown conference location. The conference occupied the entire Phoenix Civic Plaza Convention
Center, which spanned two city blocks. A staﬀ
of 160 graduate student volunteers monitored
rooms and assisted attendees.
With the understanding that attendees would
want to attend more sessions than was physically possible (up to seven were held simultaneously), tapes of the sessions were made avai-
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lable for purchase. Much of the conference was
videotaped and all of it was audiotaped. And because it was such a unique conference, many
commemorative items were sold, including large
posters with the conference logo and names of
the faculty. Faculty members were regularly asked to autograph posters. The profits from the
items sold were used to endow graduate students with scholarships. A special evening event
featured the grandchildren of Sigmund Freud
and Carl Jung in a conversation hour entitled,
“The Masters.” Each discussed what it was like
to grow up in their respective households. The
panels were meant to symbolize the mending of
old rifts and the move toward integration, which
was a philosophical underpinning of the conference. Sophie Freud, PhD, Professor of Social
Work at Simmons College, Boston, and Dieter
Baumann, MD, in private practice in Zurich,
agreed to attend. Alfred Adler’s son was also invited, but could not participate. At the last minute,
Adler’s only grandchild, Margot Adler, agreed to
join the panel. Margot worked for public radio
and happened to be covering the conference as
a member of the press! Held on two consecutive
evenings, the event was moving and inspirational. The first night, Sophie Freud could not attend due to an airline’s delay, so Bruno Bettelheim participated and discussed Freud’s Vienna.
The first Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference
celebrated the 100th anniversary of psychotherapy. (Some historians traced the birth of
psychotherapy to 1885 – when Freud first became interested in the psychological aspect of medicine). The media recognized the importance of

the psychological goings-on in Phoenix and covered the event in local and trade papers, on television, and national radio. Feature articles later
appeared in TIME, The New York Times and Los
Angeles Times. A thought-provoking critique
was published in The Fessenden Review, a literary magazine. The New York Times called the conference, “…the Woodstock of psychotherapy.”
Press conferences were also held with Bruno
Bettelheim and Virginia Satir on “Children and
the Family”; R.D. Laing and Carl Whitaker on
“Schizophrenia and Mental Health”; Carl Rogers
on “Psychotherapy and Social Issues: South Africa”; and Albert Ellis and Judd Marmor on “Human Sexuality.”
(J. K. Zeig, PhD. “The History of the First Evolution Conference”. By permission, The Milton H.
Erickson Foundation Newsletter, Vol. 37, No. 2,
August 2017, p. 4).
Tree Planting Ceremony Honors Philip Barretta and Milton Erickson. By Marnie McGann
On a gorgeous day in Phoenix, January 30th, more than two dozen people assembled at the
Erickson Historical Residence to welcome Norma Barretta for a tree planting ceremony in honor of her late husband, Philip F. Barretta. Roxanna Erickson-Klein opened the ceremony by speaking about the significance of the day. She then
introduced several attendees, including Robert
Erickson, his wife Kathy, Helen Erickson, wife of
the late Lance Erickson, and their daughter, Christel Erickson-Collins, and Kristina Erickson, the
youngest of the Erickson family members.
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Also present were Jeﬀ Zeig, Marilia Baker, and
Marjorie Soroka and her daughter, Margie Porter.
Accompanied by her daughter, Jolie BarrettaKeyser (who has been presenting with Norma at
conferences), Norma spoke in heartfelt words
about the close relationship between Philip and
Dr. Erickson and reminisced about her relationship with her late husband and life partner. Today, Norma is committed to honoring the legacy
and work of her late husband and Milton Erickson by entitling her upcoming presentations in
Europe: “What Would Milton Say?”
The tree chosen to honor Philip Barretta is a Chilean Mesquite, a drought tolerant tree native to
southern Arizona that grows quickly, displaying
a lovely, wide umbrella. In a touching moment,
Norma spread Philip’s ashes at the base of the
tree, followed by a scoopful of earth. Attendees
were invited to also place the earth at the tree’s
base. The ceremony included a light lunch, music, and socializing. It was a perfect day for honoring two great men – Philip Barretta and Milton
Erickson – and how their intertwined lives positively impacted many people.
“McGann, Marnie. The Milton H. Erickson Foundation, February 5, 2018, 1:48 pm. Facebook
post.
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Calendar of Events and
Trainig Courses
RSM:
HYPNOSIS IN PRACTICE AND THEORY – TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS OF ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL PROTOCOLS
7th July 2018
Date: 7 & 8 July 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Invited Speakers:
Dr Stefanie Schramm, Hypnotherapist and Psychologist (Germany) and
Dr Asa Fe Kockum, Director AFKStockholmAB,
Psycjotherapist (Sweden)
Registration website:
http://www.rsm.ac.uk/events/hyk04
For further information please email:
hypnosis@rsm.ac.uk
Additional information to follow.
ISH:
21ST INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS: HYPNOSIS
AND SYNERGY
23rd August 2018
Dates: 23 to 25 August 2018
Location: Montreal, Canada.
Hypnosis 2018 is accepting proposals in the following categories:
■ Medical and Clinical Hypnosis
■ Intervention Models
■ Application
■ Demonstration
■ Case Study
■ Basic Research
■ Clinical Research
■ Training and Education
■ Others
Proposals can be submitted for diﬀerent types of
workshops (90 min) and lectures (15-25 min).
Did you know that:
- the registration fees are aﬀordable considering
they are in Canadian dollars which represents

a 40% savings to the Euro and 20% to the US dollar?
- the registration fees include daily coﬀee breaks,
lunches and the Welcome Reception?
Registration website:
http://www.hypnosis2018.com
For enquiries please email:
info@hypnosis2018.com
HYPNOSE-KONGRESS BERLIN
6th September 2018
Dates: 6 – 9 September 2018
Times: 09:00 – 19:30
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel, Berlin
Invited Speakers: Yossi Adir, Wilhelm Gobling, Sonia Gomez, Mike Gow, Claudia Wilhelm-Goßling
Language: German
Translations: English Workshops will be translated
Fees: 400 Euro ESH Members / 500 Euro NonMembers
Registration Website:
www.hypnose-kongress-berlin.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
(Congress Organisation)
Tel: 030 36284040 (Congress Organisation)
RSM:
FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS:
EVIDENCE-BASED TREATMENT APPROACHES
AND THE ROLE OF HYPNOSIS AND SUGGESTION
17th September 2018
Date: 17 September 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Further details to follow
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IMHE LUXEMBOURG:
2ND INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF THERAPEUTIC STORYTELLING
5th October 2018
Dates: 5 – 7 October 2018
Venue: Otterberg, Germany.
Invited Speakers: Reinhold Bartl, Ben Furman, Stefan Hammel, Lawrence Sugarman and others
Languages: Deutsch, English, Franzosisch
Fees:
320 Euro – until 18 June 2018
360 Euro – from 19 June 2018
Registration website:
https://www.stefanhammel.com/festival
SII:
XII CONGRESS OF THE ITALIAN SOCIETY OF
HYPNOSIS 25th October 2018
Dates: 25-28 October 2018
Venue: Hotel Savoia Regency, Bologna, Italy.
Invited Speakers: Camillo Loriedo, Woltemade
Hartman, Giuseppe De Benedittis, Consuelo Casula, Guglielmo Gulotta
Languages: Italian, English
Registration website:
http://www.societaipnosi.it/congressosii2018/

DGH:
HYPNOSIS – IMPULSES IN TRANCE
15th November 2018
Dates: 15-18 November 2018
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad
Lippspringe
Invited Speakers: Prof Bongartz, Prof Revensdorf,
Dr Mende and many other national and international
lecturers.
Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: None
Fees: ESH Constituent Society Members = 320 –
370 Euro Non-Members = 410 – 460 Euros
Registration website: www.hypnose-dgh.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
dgh-geschaeftsstelle@t-online.de
Tel: +49-25 41 – 88 07 60
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